Objective: Anchoring vignettes appear with growing frequency in surveys of health and aging, but little research investigates how to optimize their wording. This study experimentally tests whether mentioning specific health conditions and/or medical procedures enhances or undermines vignette validity. Methods: Three series of general health anchoring vignettes were fielded to 2,550 respondents in the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study: one mentioning no specific health conditions or procedures, one mentioning heart disease-related ones, and one mentioning diabetes-related ones. Variations on hierarchical ordered probit models were used to test whether vignette wording affected adherence to the key measurement assumptions of vignette equivalence (VE) and response consistency (RC). Results: While all vignette series showed substantial violations of VE, violations were larger (especially by sex and education) when using disease-specific texts. RC violations appeared relatively minor, but somewhat larger in disease-specific texts. Discussion: These findings suggest that more general, universal vignette texts may be preferable to ones describing highly specific conditions/procedures. The common advice to prioritize specificity and concreteness in survey texts may be misguided if sociodemographic groups differ in their familiarity or associations with the presented details. Anchoring vignettes are a potentially useful survey tool, but further efforts are needed to optimize their wording.
In the early 2000s, anchoring vignettes (described in more detail below) were introduced as a means of improving intergroup comparability of subjective survey items (King, Murray, Salomon, & Tandon, 2004) . Anchoring vignettes have since grown in popularity. However, recent evidence of vignettes' failure to adhere to measurement assumptions-in particular the assumption of vignette equivalence (VE)-has led to a pessimistic turn in anchoring vignette research (e.g., Bago d'Uva, Lindeboom, O'Donnell, & van Doorslaer, 2011; Grol-Prokopczyk et al., 2015) . One reason for existing vignettes' poor performance may be that very limited attention has been paid to vignette wording (Kapteyn, Smith, van Soest, & Vonkova, 2011) . What features of vignette wording maximize vignette validity? In particular, is the tenet that textual specificity enhances vignette validity empirically supported? This study compares three sets of vignettes to test whether more general or more specific health descriptions should be preferred, and in the process clarifies how to write anchoring vignettes that function as intended.
widely-used general self-rated health question (Idler & Benyamini, 1997) , for example, asks respondents to rate their overall health with subjective categories such as "excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor." Use of subjective response categories, however, raises concerns about incomparability across sociodemographic groups, as different groups may attribute different meanings to specific response categories. Such differences in reporting styles-termed "reporting heterogeneity" (Bago d'Uva et al., 2011) or "response-category differential item functioning" (King & Wand, 2007) -can reflect cultural differences. For instance, members of some populations appear reluctant to use highly positive terms such as "excellent" when rating their health, to avoid the appearance of boasting (e.g., Abdulrahim & Ajrouch, 2010; Shetterly, Baxter, Mason, & Hamman, 1996) . In other cases, reporting heterogeneity may reflect linguistic or translational differences: For example, Latinos are more likely to self-report "fair" health when this term is translated as "regular" than when it is translated as "mas o menos"-a fact with repercussions for comparison of Latino and nonLatino health (or of Spanish-language surveys using different wording; Sanchez & Vargas, 2016) .
Reporting heterogeneity poses a serious challenge for both domestic and international comparative research. Studies based on unadjusted subjective self-ratings may yield highly implausible rankings of countries or other demographic groups (e.g., Sen, 2002) . A recent National Institute on Aging report describes "large agreement on the need for harmonization" of survey items, to take full advantage of the growing number of surveys of aging worldwide (National Institute on Aging, 2012:3).
The Solution, or Another Problem?: Anchoring Vignettes
Anchoring vignettes are brief texts describing fictional characters that manifest the trait of interest (e.g., mobility, general health, etc.) to a greater or lesser degree. Survey respondents are asked to rate the characters' levels of the trait using the same response categories that they use for self-ratings. Because respondents receive identical vignettes, differences in vignette ratings can be interpreted as markers of reporting heterogeneity. Subsequent analyses can use vignette ratings to adjust for group differences in rating styles, yielding unbiased comparisons of self-ratings. For more on the method and vignette-based adjustment techniques, see King et al., 2004; King & Wand, 2007; van Soest & Vonkova, 2014 .
The anchoring vignette method has a compelling logic, but its validity depends on two key measurement assumptions: vignette equivalence (VE) and response consistency (RC) (King et al., 2004) . In the context of general health, VE means that different respondents perceive a given vignette to represent the same absolute level of health, that is, to occupy the same position on the latent health scale (even if respondents use different response categories to describe that level of health). VE would be violated if a vignette text is understood differently by different groups (Rice, Robone, & Smith, 2011 )-for example, if an obese vignette character is seen as unhealthy in some countries but as healthy (because not suffering from undernutrition) in others. RC refers to respondents using response categories in the same manner when rating vignette characters' health as when rating their own-that is, using the same intercategory thresholds in both cases.
In the early 2000s, researchers from the World Health Organization (WHO) developed and fielded health domain-specific anchoring vignettes in the 70-country World Health Survey (WHS). Encouraged by positive initial assessments (e.g., King et al., 2004; Murray et al., 2003) Kapteyn, 2010) and those focusing on domestic comparisons (e.g., Dowd & Todd, 2011) have advocated for and used vignettes in their research.
However, initial enthusiasm for anchoring vignettes has been marred by growing evidence that many vignettes violate measurement assumptions, in particular VE. Evidence for RC is mixed but is overall stronger than for VE (GrolProkopczyk et al., 2015; Kapteyn et al., 2011; Paccagnella, 2013) Substantial violations of VE have been found in ELSA's mobility and cognition vignettes (Bago d'Uva et al., 2011), SHARE's life satisfaction vignettes (Corrado & Weeks, 2010 ), SAGE's mobility and cognition vignettes (Hirve, Gómez-Olivé, & Oti, 2013 ), SAGE's and HRS's domain-specific health vignettes (Grol-Prokopczyk et al., 2015) , and others. VE violations appear particularly large across countries but are also observed across sociodemographic groups within countries. In short, different respondents often seem to interpret vignette texts in fundamentally different ways, meaning that these vignettes cannot serve to "anchor" self-reports. Violations of VE have been described as the biggest current challenge to the anchoring vignette method (Paccagnella, 2013) . Surprisingly, however, little research has examined how to improve vignette wording to avoid such violations.
How to Write Valid Vignettes?
How might problems with VE be overcome? Survey researchers frequently assert the importance of objectivity and concrete detail in survey questions, especially those intended for diverse populations (e.g., Pasick, Stewart, Bird, & D'Onofrio, 2001) . Researchers focusing specifically on anchoring vignettes are no exception, arguing that VE violations are "more likely when dealing with abstract concepts" (Molina, 2016 :300) and might result from respondents "imput[ing] missing information" from insufficiently detailed vignette texts (van Soest, Delaney, Harmon, Kapteyn, & Smith, 2011:579) . The ideal vignette description, then, would be "complete" (while still short enough that respondents read it carefully; Kapteyn et al., 2011:14) and "tangible" (Molina, 2016:300) , that is, invoking concrete detail.
These beliefs are at least partially reflected in the wording of many current vignettes. Mobility and vision vignettes frequently refer to specific, quantified distances (e.g., "Mary… jogs 4 kilometres twice a week;" "Hector… picks out most details in pictures from across 20 metres"), and quantification is also common in other series (e.g., "it takes around 15 minutes for him to go back to sleep." Texts come from WHS/SAGE vignettes). Other vignettes refer to specific sites, causes, and/or effects of health problems.
But are exhortations to specificity and concreteness always appropriate? The vignettes mentioned in the previous paragraph perform poorly in tests of VE (Grol-Prokopczyk et al., 2015) . Moreover, Su et al.'s (2017) experimental, cognitive interview-based research on vision vignettes in China directly finds that some concrete details-for example, specific distances such as "20 meters"-undermine VE. In their sample, three-quarters of respondents were not sure how far 20 m actually was. Admittedly, the respondents were 7 th and 11 th graders; perhaps adult respondents would have a more accurate sense of distance-but perhaps not.
Unfortunately, fine-grained and/or experimental investigations into the effects of vignette wording, such as Su et al.'s (2017) , are rare. (Some that do exist focus on how to present the age and sex of vignette characters (GrolProkopczyk, 2014; Jürges & Winter, 2013) , rather than on substantive content). Nonetheless, one might hypothesize a priori that existing vignettes suffer from mentioning certain concrete details, such as suicide (which might be evaluated differently depending on local legal and religious prohibitions), newspaper reading (an activity with different meanings for literate vs. illiterate respondents), etc.
In short, survey designers need information-thus far largely lacking-on whether and when concrete details in anchoring vignettes enhance VE. Do specific details make vignette characters more realistic, comprehensible, and easier to locate at a specific position on the latent health scale? Or do such details invite group-specific interpretations that undermine VE instead of bolstering it? What types of details fall into each category?
While comprehensive answers to such questions are beyond the scope of a single article, this study aims to begin answering them in the context of general health anchoring vignettes (designed to adjust the commonly-used general self-rated health question). Specifically, this study compares three versions of health vignettes: one focusing on general, arguably universal features of overall health (such as pain and energy levels), and two which also include descriptions of specific health problems and/or medical procedures relating to heart disease and diabetes. I focus on testing adherence to VE-given evidence that this "is a much more fragile assumption than response consistency" (Kapteyn et al., 2011, p. 20 
Methods

Data
Data for this project come from the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study (WLS) (Hauser, Sewell, & Herd, 2014) , which began in 1957 as a survey of graduating high school seniors in Wisconsin. Multiple follow-up waves have tracked initial respondents from early adulthood through retirement age and beyond (Herd, Carr, & Roan, 2014) . In the mid-2000s, the WLS conducted telephone interviews of a randomly selected sibling of the graduating senior, as well as the sibling's spouse.
The present analyses are based on data from 2005 to 2007, when three sets of general health anchoring vignettes were fielded to 2,625 siblings and sibling-spouses. Seventyfive cases are excluded here due to missing information about age, education, and/or income, yielding an analytic sample of 2,550 (comprising 1,151 siblings and 1,399 sibling-spouses). Sociodemographic characteristics of the analytic sample are presented in Table 1 . Because respondents were siblings or siblings-in-law of 1957 high school graduates, the range of ages at time of interview is relatively closely clustered around 64 and only a small percentage of Table 2 provides the vignette texts. The No Disease series describes characters' health in relatively general terms, referring to four very common-arguably universal-dimensions of health: energy/fatigue, mobility, pain, and days in bed due to illness. The Heart Disease and Diabetes series include the same text as the No Disease series, but add one to two sentences (randomly assigned to appear before or after the base text) referring to specific medical diagnoses, treatments, and/or procedures. The Heart Disease texts refer to blood pressure, cholesterol, angioplasty, heart attack, and bypass surgery, while the Diabetes texts refer to blood sugar levels, diabetes, insulin injections, and "diabetesrelated complications." All series were intended to calibrate the general self-rated health question-"In general, would you say your health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?"-and accordingly respondents were given the same five response categories when rating vignette characters' health. Categories were reverse-coded, so that higher values represent better health. Respondents were randomly assigned three vignettes, which appeared in random order: one from each series, and each representing a different severity level.
The three vignette series were not originally designed to test the effects of more universal versus more particular wording on VE (rather, an effect of mentioning diseases on RC was hypothesized; Grol-Prokocpzyk et al., 2011) . Consequently, the vignette series do not represent a maximally sharp division between more general and more specific descriptions of health. For example, the No Disease Severity 4 vignette mentions "spen[ding] a few nights in a hospital," a specific experience that might have different meaning for respondents depending on whether they have comprehensive health insurance, whether they live near a hospital, etc. Simultaneously, since the Heart Disease and Diabetes vignettes are based on the No Disease vignettes, they include the general descriptions of energy levels, pain, etc.-that is, they represent a combination of general and specific aspects of health. In a sense, then, the present comparison is a conservative test of the effects of vignette wording on VE: If disease-specific vignettes perform differently than the No Disease vignettes, despite sharing roughly two-thirds of their wording, then this is evidence that even small variations in vignette wording can affect vignette interpretation.
Tests of VE
Tests of VE were conducted with a method developed by Bago D' Uva et al. (2011) and since used by a growing number of researchers (including Grol-Prokopczyk et al., 2015; Hirve et al., 2013; Molina, 2016) . The underlying logic of the method is as follows: Ideally, we would like to know the exact locations occupied by vignettes in a series on the latent scale, so that we could compare those locations across groups (e.g., age groups, countries, etc.). Unfortunately, one cannot directly calculate the exact location of all vignettes in a series, as such a model is unidentifiable. However, as Bago D'Uva and colleagues note, if we assume that one vignette in a series is in the same location for all respondents, then we can estimate the distance along the latent scale between that reference vignette and all other vignettes in the series. We can then compare such distances across groups. Similar intervignette distances are supportive of VE, while dissimilar ones suggest violations of VE.
Formally, the Bago D'Uva et al. (2011) test is conducted by comparing two models. Let V ij represent the perceived location of vignette j for respondent i, R ij the respondent's rating of that vignette, and K the number of response categories (here, 5). Then R ij = k if V ij is between thresholds τ i k-1 and τ i k , with thresholds assumed to increase monotonically between τ i 0 = -∞ and τ i K = ∞. In Model A, covariates have no effect on vignettes' perceived locations (consistent with the assumption of VE), so that each vignette location can be represented simply as a constant a j plus a random error term ε ij :
where ε ij is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero. For model identification, α 1 is set to 0 and the variance of the random error term is set to 1. In Model B, a single reference vignette is set to 0, as in Model A. The perceived positions of all other vignettes, however, may now be affected by a vector of covariates X i , which in the present study include sex, age, education, and income.
Model B As in Model A for reference vignette but
: ,
Here, severity 1 is the reference vignette, so the vector λ 1 contains only zeroes. The covariate vector X here takes a linear functional form and does not include a constant term. If VE holds, then λ j = 0 for all j, so that Model B reduces to Model A. A likelihood ratio (LR) test would thus fail to reject the null hypothesis of no difference between models. If the test rejects the null hypothesis, however, this suggests that groups perceive vignettes to lie at different locations on the latent spectrum and thus that VE is violated. This test also assumes that respondents use the same thresholds in rating each vignette in a series (Bago d'Uva et al., 2011, p. 881) . Therefore, non-zero values of λ could be driven either by absence of VE or by absence of threshold consistency across vignettes. Below, I interpret the LR tests primarily as tests of VE, given both theoretical and empirical reasons to suspect VE violations. Regardless, both scenarios are indicative of problematic vignettes; either would invalidate the use of vignettes to adjust self-ratings.
Both models were implemented with variations on hierarchical ordered probit, or hopit, models (Greene & Hensher, 2010) . While standard ordered probit models assume that response-category thresholds are fixed across respondents, hopit models allow thresholds to vary across groups, based on ratings of anchoring vignettes. To ensure correct ordering of thresholds, an exponential function is used:
Group differences in thresholds are then taken into account to estimate perceived vignette locations (relative to the reference vignette)
. Hopit models are often used to adjust selfratings based on vignette ratings, and in such cases require data on self-ratings. In the model variation used here, however, no self-ratings are needed, since the goal is simply to estimate distances among vignettes on the latent spectrum.
In this study, Models A and B both allow response category thresholds to vary by sex, age in years, educational category, and income quartile. In Model A, the equation for perceived vignette locations includes only dummies for vignette severity. In Model B, however, the equation for vignette locations also includes multiple interaction terms, one for each covariate interacted with each severity. Thus, the "female × Severity 2" interaction indicates whether the distance between the Severity 2 vignette and the reference (Severity 1) vignette is larger for women than for men. By examining coefficients for such interaction terms, one can identify covariates driving violations of VE.
This study presents the LR test and Model B results for each vignette series. In addition, a version of Model B was run that pooled all three series of vignettes and included three-way interactions between each covariate, severity, and series (as well as interactions between severity and series). The three-way interactions indicate whether violations of VE were significantly larger for disease-specific vignettes than for No Disease vignettes.
Severity 1 was used as the reference vignette throughout, as it mentions the fewest specific health problems/conditions; contrasts across series are likely to be greater across higher-severity vignettes. Covariates included in the interactions were the dummies shown in Table 1, except that "less than high school" and "high school diploma" were combined due to low numbers in the former category. All analyses were conducted with Stata version 14.2; code is available upon request. Supplementary Appendix A provides further details about the likelihood function and LR test used in these analyses.
Tests of RC
Two types of RC tests were conducted. Due to length limitations, they are described and presented in Supplementary Appendix D. To explore primary drivers of VE violations across series, Table 3 presents results from Model B for each series. Coefficients in the "Vignette Severity" section estimate the baseline position of each vignette on the latent health spectrum relative to the Severity 1 vignette (which is set to 0). Because Severities 2-4 represent worse health than Severity 1, they have negative coefficients. Subsequent rows of the table test for violations of VE, by estimating whether specific sociodemographic groups perceive a given vignette as being significantly farther from the reference vignette than do other groups. Because no systematic differences in perceived vignette locations were found by age group, interactions with age dummies are not shown.
Results
Violations of VE
Examining the No Disease columns in Table 3 , one sees that there are no significant violations of VE by subgroup for the Severity 2 vignette, but some significant violations by gender, education, and income for the Severity 3 and 4 vignettes. Women seem to perceive the Severity 4 vignette as representing worse health (relative to the reference vignette) than do men (β = −0.39, p < .05). Similarly, the highest-income respondents perceive vignettes 3 and 4 more negatively than do the lowest-income respondents (β = −0.72, p < .01; and β = −0.63, p < .05, respectively), and respondents with some college or graduate degrees perceive the Severity 4 vignette more negatively than do those with high school education or less (β = −0.45, p < .05; and β = −0.67, p < .05, respectively). These findings confirm that VE is violated in the No Disease series, though also show that the Severity 2 and 3 vignettes fare relatively well in this regard; most significant violations of VE manifest in the Severity 4 interactions.
Examining results for the Heart Disease and Diabetes series, one sees more frequent violations of VE. Violations of VE by sex are especially consistent, with women perceiving worse health than men for vignette characters in all three severities of vignettes, in both series. These violations are often substantively quite large, for example, the distance between men's and women's perceived locations of the Severity 4 Heart Disease vignette (β = −1.00, p < .001) is approximately as large as the mean distance between adjacent severities of vignettes. One could thus argue that for women, the Severity 4 vignette effectively functions as if it were a Severity 5 vignette. Large differences in perceived vignette locations are also found across educational groups. In the Heart Disease series, college graduates see the Severity 3 vignette as representing significantly worse health than do respondents with no college education (β = −0.87, p < .01). In the Diabetes series, all three educational dummies predict significant more negative perceptions of vignettes, for all severities. Respondents with graduate degrees show particularly large differences vis-à-vis those with high school diplomas or less for the Severity 3 and 4 vignettes (β = −1.05, p < .001; and β = −1.27, p < .001; respectively). Again, the magnitude of these differences is on par with that between adjacent vignette severities. In sum, members of different educational categories perceive identical vignettes in substantially different ways, with higher education predicting larger perceived distance between vignettes.
Differences across income quartiles are generally smaller and less consistent than for education, though also show a general tendency for higher income to predict more negative perceptions of vignettes. Thus the Severity 4 Heart disease vignette is perceived more negatively by members of the richest income quartile (β = −0.89, p < .01) and the same pattern is seen for Severities 3 and 4 in the Diabetes series (β = −0.46, p < .05; and β = −0.63, p < .05, respectively). As mentioned, no clear pattern was evident across age groups (not shown); this may reflect the relatively narrow age distribution of the sample.
Supplementary Appendix C presents the version of Model B pooling all three series, and including three-way interactions of severity, covariate, and series dummies. Not all cross-series differences in VE violations described above are statistically significant in Appendix C but a number are: Violations by sex are larger in the Heart Disease series than in the No Disease series for Severities 3 and 4 (p < .10 and p < .001, respectively) and are marginally significantly larger for Diabetes Severity 4 (p < .10). The Heart Disease Severity 3 vignette also shows significantly larger violations of VE for college degree or graduate degree holders than does the comparable No Disease vignette and the same holds for graduate degree holders in the Diabetes Severity 3 vignette (p < .05 in all cases). Violations of VE by income are marginally significantly larger in the Heart Disease Severity 3 vignette than in the No Disease analog (for quartiles 2 and 4).
Overall, then, the present findings suggest that violations of VE are larger in disease-specific series than in the No Disease series, and that these differences manifest particularly strongly across sex and educational groups, and to a lesser extent across income groups. The medical details introduced in the disease-specific vignettes appear to undermine rather than enhance their validity.
Findings Regarding RC
Findings regarding RC are presented in Supplementary Appendix D. Although the tests used are not definitive, they suggest reasonably good adherence to RC across series, albeit with vignettes referring to heart disease or diabetes appearing to perform slightly worse than No Disease vignettes.
Theorizing Violations of VE
In the Bago D'Uva et al. (2011) global (LR-based) test of VE, results are unaffected by choice of reference vignette. However, the specific contrasts that emerge in Model B do depend on reference vignette. For example, while current findings suggest that women perceive Severity 4 vignettes more negatively than men, a model treating Severity 4 as the reference vignette would show women to perceive Severity 1 vignettes more positively then men (and in actuality, gender differences could affect perceptions of both vignettes).
Thus, one cannot straightforwardly interpret Model B as indicating precisely which vignettes drive VE violations.
Nonetheless, if one assumes that VE violations are likely smaller for Severity 1 than for other Severities (due to the former's less frequent mention of potentially unfamiliar medical procedures), and that Severity 1 is thus a reasonable reference vignette, one can propose some explanations of the findings in Table 3 .
First, one reason Severity 4 may be the worst-performing No Disease vignette is that it is the only one in the series to mention "spen[ding] a few nights in a hospital." Why might mention of a hospital matter? Research finds that low socioeconomic status (SES) patients often prefer hospitalbased medical care to clinical care, because they consider it more affordable, more convenient, and of better quality (Kangovi et al., 2013) . In contrast, higher SES patients are more likely to attend to minor health ailments via office visits, so that hospital stays represent truly grave health problems. This could explain why higher SES respondents perceive the Severity 4 vignette more negatively. Next, why might women perceive Heart Disease and Diabetes vignettes more negatively than men? One possibility is that women are generally more risk-averse regarding their health (Courtenay, 2000) , so that any potentially serious health diagnosis is perceived more negatively by women. Another possibility is that heart disease-related risk factors and procedures are less familiar and hence more daunting to women. While cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death of both sexes in the United States, it typically "develops 7 to 10 years later in women than in men" (Maas & Appelman, 2010:598) , so that in any given age stratum, men are substantially more likely to experience heart attacks or coronary heart disease (Mosca, Barrett-Connor, & Wenger, 2011) . Women also have slightly lower age-adjusted rates of diabetes than men (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2015) .
Similarly, the consistent violations of VE by educational category in the Diabetes series-and somewhat less consistent violations in the Heart Disease series-may reflect less direct familiarity with these conditions among the better educated, due to the strong educational gradient in their prevalence (Fiscella & Tancredi, 2008; Smith, 2007) . The general pattern across these findings, then, is that less direct experience with a medical condition or treatment predicts relatively negative evaluations of it, while familiarity predicts relatively positive evaluations. This hypothesis is speculative but invites further investigation.
Discussion
Kapteyn et al., acknowledging the paucity of research on how to optimize anchoring vignette wording, call for "a systematic experimental approach to the design of anchoring vignettes" (Kapteyn et al., 2011, p. 1) . The current study echoes and heeds this call, by experimentally testing whether mentioning specific health conditions and/or procedures affects vignettes' adherence to key measurement assumptions, in particular VE. Results suggest that the Heart Disease and Diabetes series provoke substantially larger violations of VE than does the No Disease series, especially violations by sex and education (and to a lesser degree, income). With greater differences in wording across series and/or with a more diverse sample, one would expect the cross-series differences to be even larger. For example, young adults might have less familiarity with terms such as "angioplasty," and thus show greater violations of VE if presented with such terms. Regarding RC, current tests identified relatively minor violations, which appeared somewhat larger for Heart Disease and Diabetes vignettes-further supporting the preferability of the No Disease vignettes. In these analyses, no evidence for a trade-off between VE and RC was found.
Violations of VE were admittedly observed even in the No Disease series. Such violations appear largely driven by the Severity 4 vignette, however, which mentioned spending nights in a hospital. As argued above, socioeconomic differences in use of hospitals for medical care may lead to different interpretations of this vignette. If the Severity 4 vignette had been excluded, the No Disease series would appear to perform rather well.
This study has a number of important limitations. First, as noted in Supplementary Appendix D, the current tests of RC are not definitive, and thus may not be accurate enough to identify trade-offs between VE and RC. Moreover, even if the current RC findings are accurate, the sample was very homogenous in terms of race, age, and geographic origin. In a less homogeneous group, one might observe larger and/or different violations of VE, and potentially clearer violations of RC as well (e.g., if young adults picture vignette characters who have trouble climbing stairs as older than themselves, then they may use substantially different thresholds for vignette than for self-ratings). Another limitation is that the three vignettes series differ in length and in number of presented health dimensions. However, problems with disease-specific vignettes are unlikely to result primarily from their slightly greater length. Previous research has found no significant difference in ratings of vignettes with prepended versus appended disease-specific texts (Grol-Prokocpzyk et al., 2011) , indicating that respondents attend equally well to initial and final content. Similarly, it seems unlikely that the move from four to five health dimensions explains the poorer performance of the disease-specific vignettes, because differences in performance are observed even between Heart Disease and Diabetes vignettes (which have similar length and dimensionality). Differences in vignette content-specifically, invocations of more or less familiar health problems/ procedures-appear to provide more plausible explanations of these findings. Future research with more diverse respondents and more precisely designed vignettes could clarify the generalizability and interpretation of the present results.
Additional limitations relate to the Bago D'Uva et al. (2011) test of VE. First, the average latent distances between vignettes differ somewhat across the three series. While, to some extent, this is a direct reflection of different VE violations across series, it is possible that VE violations are more likely to reach statistical significance when vignettes in a series are farther apart. On the other hand, due to response category floor or ceiling effects, it is also possible that violations of VE could be underestimated when vignette characters have particularly good or bad health. Such considerations further underscore that the current findings should be viewed as suggestive but not conclusive. Finally, as noted earlier, this test cannot distinguish between true violations of VE and use of different intercategory thresholds in rating different vignettes. However, as discussed, there are strong theoretical reasons to suspect genuine violations of VE. Evidence of RC between vignette ratings and self-ratings (here and in prior research) also suggests that differential use of thresholds is a less likely explanation of the findings. Regardless, since either scenario undermines the anchoring vignette method, the present results support the use of more universal vignette texts.
Assuming that the current findings are broadly correct, what can we conclude about the value of specific, concrete details in vignette texts? I do not argue that specificity and concreteness are inherently problematic (perhaps the opposite), but that they may become problematic if they evoke different associations across groups, or mention concepts that are more familiar to some groups than to others (since, as argued above, familiarity appears to breed relative positivity in perceptions of vignettes). In other words, these findings suggest that universality should trump specificity and concreteness as a priority in vignette design. Most of the health problems depicted in the No Disease seriespain, fatigue, difficulty bending-are universally experienced and appear for this reason to invite fewer violations of VE than references to diabetes, angioplasty, etc.
Su et al., after discovering that many respondents were not sure how far "20 meters" was, edited their vision vignette to refer to distances in concrete but nonnumeric terms: "In the cafeteria, [Xiao Wang] can clearly recognize students sitting at his table, but not those sitting at the next table" (Su et al., 2017) . This is a nice example of how a vignette can be concrete without depending on specialized knowledge. Of course, quantification need not always undermine VE: e.g., van Soest and colleagues (2011) convincingly argue that number of alcoholic beverages is a widely understood measure of drinking behavior among Irish university students.
Experiments testing the effects of vignette wording remain rare-and are particularly needed given that surveys frequently borrow vignette texts from each other, leading to an unexpectedly small pool of health vignettes in circulation. Experiments are not the only tool for improving vignette wording, however. Many of Su et al.'s (2017) most insightful findings emerged from cognitive interviews with respondents; similarly, Au & Lorgelly's (2014) use of interviews fruitfully clarified factors affecting RC. Admittedly, interviewing as part of pretesting a survey can be expensive and laborious, and not all respondents are comfortable with "think-aloud" or related questioning procedures (Pasick et al., 2001) . Nonetheless, combining qualitative and quantitative experimental research has potential to improve vignette wording, and ideally to help generate anchoring vignettes that work.
Finally, I note that research on improving VE may be of broad interest to survey designers, even those who do not work with anchoring vignettes. After all, minimizing group differences in interpretation of survey texts is a widespread goal (Angel, 2013) and the pursuit of "vignette equivalence" could easily be generalized to the pursuit of "functional equivalence," that is, equivalence of survey item meanings across diverse groups of respondents (Pan & Fond, 2014) . This suggests that universality may be preferable to specificity in cross-national or other comparative survey items, even apart from anchoring vignettes-and that anchoring vignette researchers may find willing collaborators in other areas of survey research.
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